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Abstract

Within the AVIGLE project, funded by the Eu-
ropean Union and the German state of North
Rhine-Westphalia, the Institute of Flight System
Dynamics develops an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) in tiltwing configuration. In the transi-
tion phase of a tiltwing aircraft the aerodynamic
forces and moments, the forces due to the propul-
sion system and the propeller slipstream induced
forces and moments have to be considered and
balanced for each stationary flight condition. In
this contribution the approach used to model the
forces and moments of the transition phase is de-
tailed and the results from the wind tunnel cam-
paign for the AVIGLE tiltwing aircraft are pre-
sented and used to validate the design focusing
on the transition phase.

Nomenclature and Abbreviations

AW Wing area
AProp Propeller area
CL Lift coefficient
CL,0 Lift coefficient without propulsion
∆CL,T Additional lift coefficient due

to propulsion
D Overall drag
L Lift of the complete aircraft
M Sum of pitching moments
T Thrust
V∞ Freestream velocity
VW Velocity at the wing
W Weight

X Forces in x f -direction
Z Forces in z f -direction
q Dynamic pressure
x x-axis specified by index
y y-axis specified by index
z z-axis specified by index
α Angle of attack
ζ Rudder deflection
η Elevator deflection
κ Slipstream flap deflection
ξ Aileron deflection
ρ Density
σ Incidence angle of the wing

Indexes
a Aerodynamic coordinate system
f Aircraft fixed coordinate system
i Induced
W Wing
T Thrust, Tailplane
F Fuselage

1 Introduction

Within the AVIGLE research project funded by
the European Union and the German federal
state of North-Rhine Westphalia a tiltwing air-
craft is being developed. The interaction of thrust
and aerodynamic forces and moments during the
transition phase of a tiltwing aircraft poses a chal-
lenge for modeling and developing control strate-
gies. In this contribution wind tunnel tests to
obtain coefficients and derivatives characterizing
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the transition phase are described and analyzed.

1.1 AVIGLE Project

Within AVIGLE, which started in 2010 and is
funded for three years, 10 project partners from
universities and industry work together to de-
velop an avionic digital service platform for dif-
ferent missions. Two main scenarios are consid-
ered, one is to gain input data in form of highly
resolved pictures for visual applications. The
other is providing additional mobile radio com-
munication capabilities. Further information on
the mission scenarios, and an overview on the
complete system is given in [1].

The Institute of Flight System Dynamics is
mainly responsible for the development of the
flight platform. The mission requirements on the
aerial vehicle demand agility and precise maneu-
verability, flight velocities from hovering to fast
forward flight, high efficiency and endurance,
which led to the selection of a tiltwing config-
uration to best fulfill the needs of the AVIGLE
project. Further information on the requirements
and the complete design process is given in [2, 3].

1.2 Aircraft Specification

In accordance with the mission requirements a
tiltwing aircraft was specified as aerial platform
of the AVIGLE project. In contrast to conven-
tional aircrafts a tiltwing can rotate its wings
around the aircrafts lateral axis. This also leads
to a rotation of the propulsion system, which is
fixed on the wing. Depending on the incidence
angle of the wing σ the aircraft is able to take-off
and land vertically, to hover and to fly efficiently
using aerodynamic lift at higher forward veloci-
ties.

Key platform parameters of the tiltwing de-
signed within AVIGLE are a maximum take-off
weight of 10kg, an endurance of 60min and a
maximum wing span as well as lateral dimension
of 2m. The basic platform parameters are sum-
marized in Table 1.

A first prototype of the tiltwing was build in
June 2011. Due to the limited maximum lateral
dimension the propulsion system is located at the

Table 1 Basic flight platform parameters

Parameter Values

Configuration VTOL
Maximum velocity 40 m/s

Design speed 15 m/s

Maximum take-off weight 10kg
Wing span 2m
Propeller diameter 0.7m

middle of the wing, leading to a complete overlap
between propeller and wing. Due to this overlap
between propeller and wing, the propeller slip-
stream influences the flow field at the wing and
thus the resulting aerodynamic forces and mo-
ments.

2 Transition phase of a tiltwing

The transition phase of a tiltwing includes all
flight states between purely aerodynamic hori-
zontal forward flight and hovering. During the
transition phase the wing is rotated from hori-
zontal position to vertical position or backwards.
Historically, the controllability through a pilot of
the aircraft during transition was of major con-
cern [4]. With the development of more sophis-
ticated control algorithms this challenge is met
and current development is driven towards time-
optimal transitions or optimal transitions with re-
spect to energy [5, 6]. These transitions minimize
the time spent in hovering and the time spent at
small forward velocities. Furthermore most tran-
sition concepts consider the transition as a contin-
uous process. In contrast to this classic tiltwing
approach the aim of the AVIGLE aircraft design
is to enable a steady trimmed flight at all forward
velocities between hovering and stall speed.

2.1 Flight mechanics during transition

The main challenge of flying a steady transition is
in the control of the longitudinal forces and mo-
ments. To ensure a stationary trimmed flight con-
dition for all forward velocities within the tran-
sition phase the resulting forces X and Z in the
longitudinal body axes and the sum of pitching
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moments M have to be to zero

X ,Z,M = 0. (1)

Main forces acting along the x− and z−axis
are the corresponding components of the trust T ,
weight W , lift L, consisting of the lift of the wing
LW, tailplane LT and fuselage LF and drag D.
An overview of the acting forces and geometric
data is given in Figure 1. During transition from
hovering, where the wing is tilted to σ = 90◦, to
aerodynamic horizontal flight with incidence an-
gles close to σ = 0◦ the thrust is continuously
reduced, while the lift grows with increasing for-
ward velocity. Since the thrust vector does not
act in the center of gravity an additional pitch-
ing moment occurs. At small forward velocities
the elevator does not supply enough control to
balance the pitching moment. Due to the large
thrust the propellers produce sufficient slipstream
to use the ailerons for yaw control and depend-
ing on the geometric design for pitch control in
these flight states. An impeller is included for
additional pitch control at low forward velocities.
At higher forward velocities the elevator provides
sufficient pitch control.

During the design phase the balance of forces
and moments was modeled for the transition
phase as described in [3]. Aerodynamic coef-
ficients obtained by computation and a momen-
tum theory estimation of the propeller slipstream
were used. Through variation of the incidence
angle σ, the thrust setting T and flap deflections
trimmed conditions for different horizontal and
vertical velocities were calculated. These combi-
nations of σ, T and V∞ were also used as basis
for the measurement matrix of the wind tunnel
tests as detailed in Section 3. Relevant trimmed
conditions are depicted in Figure 2.

2.2 Aerodynamics during transition

Due to the large propeller and low forward ve-
locities during transition the propeller induced
slipstream influences the flow field at the wing
significantly. This leads to a lower angle of at-
tack at the wing and an accelerated flow field and
thus pushes the flow separation to higher angles
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Fig. 2 Trimmed conditions for the transition
phase [3].

of attack. In Figure 1 the freestream velocity V∞

and the resulting velocity at the wing VW are in-
dicated. Furthermore, during transition phase to
vertical flight the thrust is increased, leading to a
higher slipstream velocity while the forward ve-
locity is reduced. As soon as freestream veloc-
ity and slipstream velocity reach about the same
size the interference and influence on the aerody-
namic forces is largest.

For conventional aircraft requiring less thrust
than a tiltwing configuration during transition
phase and where the overlap between propeller
and wing is smaller the aerodynamic forces and
moments are often described using coefficients
and derivatives, for example the lift coefficient CL
defined as

CL =
L

q ·AW
, (2)

with the dynamic pressure q = ρ/2 V 2
∞ and the

wing area AW. For conventional aircraft CL only
depends on the angle of attack α, the aircraft de-
sign and the flap and control device deflection.
CL can easily be determined through wind tunnel
measurements at one unique freestream velocity
representing the correct Reynolds number or by
means of numerical calculations.

As mentioned above in case of a tiltwing sev-
eral factors complicate the determination of the
aerodynamic forces. The smallest complication
is the significant change of the aircraft config-
uration as a result of tilting the wing. To con-
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Fig. 1 Forces acting in tilted position [3].

sider this effect in the determination of the coef-
ficients multiple measurements for different inci-
dence angles are to be conducted. Additionally
the influence of the propeller slipstream on the
flow field around the wing cannot be neglected as
usually done. This influence mainly depends on
the freestream velocity, the incidence angle of the
wing and the thrust and is not fully determined
yet. This means all aerodynamic forces and mo-
ments e.g.

L = f (V∞,α,σ,T ) , (3)

depend on the freestream velocity V∞, α, σ and
the thrust T .

3 Wind tunnel measurements

For verification of the design, identification of
the aircraft, and to better understand the influ-
ence of the propeller slipstream for this specific
tiltwing configuration dedicated wind tunnel tests
were carried out before flight tests are conducted.
Especially building a database for a 6-degrees of
freedom (6-dof) simulation, which then is used
for control law design, is an important aim of
the measurements. Disadvantages of wind tun-
nel tests compared to free flight tests are the fix-
ation of the aircraft and thus in most cases it is
only possible to determine the static coefficients
and derivatives. Furthermore depending on the

size of the aircraft and the wind tunnel scaling ef-
fects have to be considered. Advantages of wind
tunnel tests compared to free flight tests are the
precisely known freestream and attitude condi-
tions and the possibility to use a smaller model
and thus save costs as well as reducing the risk of
destroying a first prototype in free flight tests.

For conventional aircrafts the coefficients and
derivatives of the aircraft without propulsion sys-
tem are determined and the through the propul-
sion system acting forces and moments are added
using superposition. The advantage is, that usu-
ally one freestream velocity is sufficient to deter-
mine the aerodynamic coefficients according to
Equation 2.

3.1 Wind tunnel used

The Institute of Flight System Dynamics has a
closed circuit wind tunnel with an open mea-
surement area, where models up to a size of 1m
in wingspan can be identified. The freestream
velocity can be adjusted from a few m/s up to
≈ 70 m/s. For determination of the aerodynamic
coefficients the resulting forces and moments in
all three dimensions can be measured using a bal-
ance with strain gauges.

Due to the size of the wind tunnel a 1 : 2
scaled model of the AVIGLE tiltwing was used.
Different control factors of the sub scale model
such as thrust, control devices, incidence an-
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gle of the wing, engine pod and elevator were
built as adjustable control elements. To ensure
Reynolds similarity a scaled model requires a
higher freestream velocity. For correct mea-
surement of the slipstream flap coefficients and
derivatives as well as the interaction the propeller
size was scaled with the model in an 1 : 2 ratio.
This also ensures the same overlap between wing
and propellers in the scaled model as in the orig-
inal model.

Scaling the propeller size geometrically
and doubling the slipstream velocity to ensure
Reynolds’ similarity leads to the same amount of
thrust for the scaled and original model when ap-
plying momentum theory [7], and neglecting the
freestream velocity in the calculation. Estimat-
ing the propeller slipstream at different angles of
attack and different freestream velocities is only
iteratively possible. Therefore the measured in-
teraction as well as the calculated slipstream have
to be treated carefully.

Even regarding these simplifications for a
complete dataset the thrust and the freestream ve-
locity would have to be varied for all incidence
angles leading to a set of measurement points
over [α,σ,V,T,κ], for only the longitudinal mo-
tion where κ stands for all flap and control de-
vice deflections respectively. To reduce the mea-
surement time in the wind tunnel and still gain a
significant dataset the model as described in the
following section was applied.

3.2 Measurement setup and data evaluation

For simulation purposes, control strategies and
validation a separation into purely aerodynamic
forces and moments, forces and moments due to
thrust settings and additional forces and moments
due to the propeller slipstream is essential. Espe-
cially the additional forces cannot be measured
directly with a scaled model in wind tunnel tests
due to the above mentioned factors. Furthermore,
measuring the complete dataset by varying all pa-
rameters would take too much time in the wind
tunnel.

To gain a good estimate of the different forces
and moments three sets of measurements were

conducted. First the purely aerodynamic model
without propulsion system was measured at one
freestream velocity for different [α,σ,κ]. Then
the scaled propulsion system was measured for
incidence angles ranging from 0◦ to 90◦ with a
step size of 5◦ to cover all incidence angles of
the wing. The step size was chosen since the
scaled aircraft model only allows changes in the
incidence angle of 5◦. These measurements were
conducted at freestream velocities depending on
the incidence angle as given in Table 2, which
were determined according to prior wind tunnel
measurements and the calculations visualized in
Figure 2, taking into consideration existing reso-
nance vibrations and the scaling due to Reynolds
similarity.

Table 2 Chosen correlation of freestream velocity
and incidence angle.

σ [◦] [0;20] [25] [30;45] [50;55] [60;90]

V [m/s] 30 25 20 15 10

Last the scaled model including propulsion
system was measured over the same range of σ

and V∞ while varying the following parameters
[α,κ,T ]. The thrust was set within [0N;40N]. In
the thrust the drag of the propeller is included.
The thrust setting to achieve a thrust of 0N in-
creases with the freestream velocity since the
wind mill stadium of the propeller has to be over-
come and reflects no real flight state but was in-
cluded as a lower bound.

For simulation and also for model valida-
tion two datasets were generated representing the
above mentioned purely aerodynamic forces and
moments and the forces and moments addition-
ally induced by the propeller slipstream. The
trust remains in all cases as an independent con-
trol parameter. The purely aerodynamic coeffi-
cients are calculated from the “clean” measure-
ments according to the standard definition

CL0 =
Xa

ρ/2 V 2
∞ AW

, (4)

in the following always indicated through the in-
dex 0.
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From the combined measurements a first co-
efficient CL is calculated according to Equation 4.
From this coefficient then the clean coefficient
CL0 and the corresponding thrust components are
subtracted, as given in Equation 5. Afterwards
the coefficients are related to the overall dynamic
pressure qtotal resulting in by thrust induced coef-
ficients, e.g.

∆CL,T =

(
CL−CL0−

T · sin(σ+ ι)

AW ·q∞

)
· q∞

qtotal
.

(5)
These induced additional coefficients are related
to the overall dynamic pressure consisting of the
sum of the freestream velocity V∞ and the pro-
peller induced slipstream Vi

qtotal =
ρ

2
(
V 2

∞ +V 2
i
)
, (6)

with Vi resulting from the momentum theory

Vi =

√
2 T

AProp ρ
, (7)

where AProp is the propeller area. The addi-
tional coefficients are related to the overall ve-
locity at the wing and not as is convention
to the freestream velocity to account for small
freestream velocities up to a freestream velocity
of V∞ = 0 m/s, where additional forces and mo-
ments only occur due to the propeller slipstream.

Using this model the following simplification
and assumptions were made:

• Neglect of V∞ in the calculation of Vi

• Simplifications made in the momentum
theory [7]

• Scalar instead of vectorial sum of velocities
is made

• Incorrect reference to α since the angle of
attack at the wing αW is also influenced by
Vi and thus αW 6= α.

With these simplifications in mind it is now
possible to generate two datasets of coefficients
based on the finite number of wind tunnel tests.

The dataset of purely aerodynamic forces and
moments depends on [α,κ,σ] and has to be
scaled by q∞ and the dataset of additional forces
and moments depends on [α,κ,σ,T ] and is scaled
by an estimate of the total dynamic pressure at
the wing qtotal. The thrust T was selected as addi-
tional parameter, since it could be set with a good
repeatability during the measurements. Hence
an easy correlation to the thrust measurements
is possible. Instead of the thrust it would also
be possible to use the total velocity or a relation
of freestream velocity to propeller induced slip-
stream.

Fig. 3 Setup of the wind tunnel measurements.

An overview on the parameters set during the
wind tunnel tests is given in Table 3. The setup
of the sub scale model in the wind tunnel is given
in Figure 3.

Table 3 Parameters set during the wind tunnel tests.

Range Step Size

V [m/s] [10;30] 5
T [N] [10;40] 10
σ [◦] [0;90] 5
α [◦] [−5;20] 5
κ,ξ [◦] [−16;16] 4
η,ζ [◦] [−20;20] 4

4 Results

For validation of the tilwing model dataset as
used in the 6-dof simulation all measured data
from the wind tunnel campaign was analyzed an-
alytically. Relevant for the transition is especially
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the longitudinal movement. Therefore only the
results for lift, drag and pitch moment coeffi-
cients will be discussed as well as the resulting
forces in x− and z− direction.

4.1 Lift

Figure 4 illustrates the influence of the incidence
angle σ on the lift coefficient CL,0 for different
angles of attack α. In this case the propulsion
system was not included in the measurements. It
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Fig. 4 CL,0 over σ for varying α.

can be seen, that at first an increase of σ leads to
an increase in lift, similar, though a little bit less
than an increase in α. The difference in value can
be explained by the tailplane which contributes
to the overall lift, but is hardly influenced by σ.
After flow separation the lift coefficient decreases
continuously, as would be expected.

Considering the lift coefficient ∆CL,T , which
is additionally induced by the thrust, the maxi-
mum value is shifted to higher σ as illustrated in
Figure 5. The slipstream of the propellers, which
is proportional to the thrust given in Figure 5,
shifts the separation of the flow at the wing to
higher σ. This allows the usage of less thrust dur-
ing the transition.

A thorough model validation of the transi-
tion phase can only be done in the simulation.
To gain a first insight into the overall forces in
z−direction the dataset was used to calculate Z
for varying thrust and freestream velocities. The
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Fig. 5 ∆CL,T over σ for varying T .

results are illustrated in Figure 6. It has to be
noted that in the depicted case α = 0◦ and no
control device deflection was regarded.
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Fig. 6 Overall vertical force over σ, T and V∞.

Depending on the weight of the aircraft Z ≈
100N for a trimmed flight without loosing height.
Further variation of Z can be achieved through a
change of α or control device deflection.

4.2 Drag

The influence of σ on CD,0 and ∆CD,T is illus-
trated in Figure 7 and 8. An increase of σ conse-
quently leads to an increase of CD,0. For ∆CD,T
it can be seen that for smaller σ the additional
drag coefficient is partially reduced. For higher
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Fig. 7 Influence of σ on CD,0 for different α.

σ ∆CD,T increases. Through the induced flow
around the wing additional lift LW, as indicated
in Figure 1, is created. When transforming this
lift with σ into aircraft and aerodynamic coordi-
nates it acts in negative xa-direction and thus in-
creases the drag. Another aspect influencing the
additional drag coefficient is the subtraction of
the thrust. The thrust was measured without the
influence of the wing. The actual thrust during
the measurements can be assumed to be a little
bit smaller and thus resulting in larger additional
drag coefficients. Still this effect can be regarded
as small compared to the induced LW.
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Fig. 8 Influence of σ on ∆CD for different T .

Figure 9 illustrates the overall drag for the
same settings as for the lift illustrated in Figure 6.
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Fig. 9 Overall horizontal force for different σ, T
and V∞.

It can be seen that for all velocities depicted a
trimmed condition in the xa-axis can be achieved.

Overall it can be noted that the large propeller
and special flow conditions during the transition
have a positive effect on the overall lift, but a neg-
ative on the overall drag. To find trimmed condi-
tions for X ,Z and M further investigations using a
6-dof simulation and additional wind tunnel tests
are necessary.

4.3 Pitching moment

Balancing the overall forces in x− and
z−direction is possible by adjusting the in-
cidence angle σ and the thrust T to the desired
forward velocity V∞. During design it was
considered to balance the pitching moment only
through slipstream flaps and at higher velocities
through the elevator. The pitching moment is
largely influenced by the lift and drag and the
geometric design of the overall plane. Addition-
ally a change in incidence angle leads to a shift
in geometric distances of the resulting forces to
the center of gravity. The additional pitching
moment for different incidence angles is given in
Figure 10.

The tendencies of the additional drag and lift
coefficient can be seen at σ ≈ 25◦ and σ ≈ 50◦.
Due to the relatively close location of the slip-
stream flaps to the center of gravity their effect
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on the pitching moment is very small. The in-
fluence of symmetrical deflection is visualized in
Figure 11. It has to be noted that ∆Cm,T is not 0
for κ = 0◦ since the propeller slipstream induces
a pitching moment of the wing which is included
in this coefficient and equals ∆Cm,T depicted in
Figure 10.
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and T .

The influence of the elevator deflection η on
the pitching moment is visualized in Figure 12.
∆Cm,η decreases with increasing σ, since part of
the freestream is blocked by the tilted wing. Fur-
thermore for higher σ the freestream velocity V∞

decreases and since the moment through η is only
marginally influenced through the slipstream its
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Fig. 12 Influence of η on ∆Cm for different σ.

effectiveness decreases with higher σ. Another
effect to be considered is the influence of the sep-
aration bubble of the wing reaching the elevator
at σ≈ 20◦.

In the first prototype especially for transition
and vertical flight an additional impeller is in-
cluded to balance the small effectiveness of the
slipstream flaps.

5 Conclusion

In this paper the challenges in creating a validated
model for a tiltwing in transition phase between
vertical and horizontal flight using wind tunnel
tests have been described. After an overview
on the used tiltwing design and flight dynami-
cal and aerodynamical aspects within transition
phase a model identification and measurement
approach to determine coefficients representing
aerodynamic as well as propeller induced forces
and moments was detailed. The coefficients were
then used to validate the tiltwing design itself and
to serve as a basis for control laws design.

According to the presented results trimming
the pitching moment applying solely slipstream
flaps during the transition phase remains a chal-
lenge. However it has to be noted that the used
method for coefficient calculation as well as the
wind tunnel measurements are afflicted with un-
certainties. Due to the scaling of the wind tunnel
model cut backs on the propulsion system had to
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be made.
In future additional wind tunnel and free

flight tests are planned to specify the influence of
flaps and control devices more precisely. Wind
tunnel tests investigating the influence of dif-
ferent velocities on the induced forces are also
planned for the future. In this contribution the in-
fluence of the freestream velocity was only mod-
eled theoretically. Furthermore, a 6-dof simula-
tion will be used to investigate possible transition
methods and to further validate the tiltwing de-
sign and dataset calculation. Free flight tests of
the transition phase are planned for the near fu-
ture.
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